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Fletcher Reinforcing providing solutions
FLETCHER REINFORCING PROVIDING SOLUTIONS TO THE WATERVIEW DIAPHRAGM WALL PROJECT
to the Waterview diaphragm wall project
The Waterview Connection will deliver 5km of
6-lane motorway through and beneath Auckland’s
western suburbs, linking State Highways 16 and 20
to complete the city’s Western Ring Route by 2017.
This will provide a viable alternative for commuters,
freight and through-traffic to State Highway 1, which
runs through the city and over the Auckland Harbour
Bridge and is regularly over capacity at peak times.
It will also directly connect the International Airport
and CBD, reducing travel times between the two
points by over 15 minutes.
As part of the approach to the tunnel entrance at
the Southern end of the connection, the Alliance
designed in the use of Diaphragm Wall construction.
This required a varying depth of reinforcing cage as
the road approaches the tunnel entrance, ranging
from ground level down to 31 metres at the deepest
point. Fletcher Reinforcing engaged early with the
Alliance to look at providing new solutions for the
challenge of splicing reinforcing steel up to the
40mm diameter that the engineers required. We
were able to offer the Ancon BT metric threading
system which has been a proven system around the
world for mechanical splicing and proven specifically
in diaphragm wall applications in the UK over
several years. This built on previous experiences in
major infrastructure projects supplied by Fletcher
Reinforcing in Auckland.
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The Auckland Team at Fletcher Reinforcing
embraced the challenges presented to them by
the Alliance and were ready to start supplying
www.fletcherreinforcing.co.nz
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